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Learning Objectives


Learn how to quickly alter a Revit-modeled sprinkler system to reflect alternate design
configurations



Learn how to evaluate various work flows to optimize the efficiency of the analysis process



Learn how to better appreciate the power of parameters and schedules to promote the analysis
process



Discover the requirement for a connected model in performing automated calculations

Description
The future of making buildings efficiently expands exponentially when you can quickly analyze the effect
of applying various design options in your Revit MEP software model. With an efficient tool to analyze a
connected fire sprinkler system modeled in Revit MEP software, a fire sprinkler system can best be
optimized to provide the necessary protection while minimizing the cost. This class will use a connected
Revit MEP model to generate multiple design options such as trees, loops, and grids as the basis for the
hydraulic calculations to determine pipe sizes and system cost for the various configurations. The class
will include live demonstrations of the hydraulic calculations of flow and pressure requirements of the
varying configurations of the fire protection sprinkler system using a sample Revit MEP model of each of
those systems. We will also demonstrate the use of cost schedules to compare the relative costs of each
of the generated configurations.

Your AU Experts
Alan Johnston has been the president of Hydratec, Inc., since 1972. Hydratec specializes in the design,
development, marketing, and support of Autodesk software-based software for the design, analysis, and
fabrication of fire-protection sprinkler systems. Alan is the holder of several U.S. patents, including a
patent for the retrofit of sprinkler systems into single-family houses. Alan holds a BS in mechanical
engineering and has served as part of the Hydratec Training and Support Team for over 40 years. Alan
has provided advanced training of software features to groups of existing HydraCAD users in over 50
cities around the United States.
He has also been a featured speaker for The American Society of Plumbing Engineers, The American Fire
Sprinkler Association, The National Fire Sprinkler Association, and other organizations at both the local
and national levels. He has also presented 3 virtual classes at Autodesk University Online.
You can contact Alan by e-mail at: al@hydracad.com or by phone at: 603-434-0502
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Introduction
The title and description of this class includes a number of varied topics including modeling, analyzing,
scheduling and costing of alternatives fire protection sprinkler designs. The lessons to be learned from
this set of activities can have value in their individual detailed operations as well as in the complete set
taken as a whole. It is my goal to provide insight into each of those individual methods and procedures
as well as the entire group as a whole. I believe this can best be accomplished by ‘sprinting’ through
that entire process focusing on the primary benefit of using a Revit model to optimize the design intent
by providing a detailed cost analysis of multiple alternative hydraulically equivalent designs for a specific
project example. Following that ‘sprint’ through the process, I’d like to rewind and spend additional time
on each of the pieces of that process to illustrate that I had ‘nothing up my sleeve’ in each of the steps
and that certain tips and tricks and in some parts add-on tools made the whole process quick and
efficient.
The workflow to illustrate the comparative value of multiple alternative designs can be summarized as
follows:






Model a complete sprinkler system using arbitrary sizes for the branch line and main piping
Perform a hydraulic analysis of that system design to determine acceptable pipe sizing
Resize the piping to reflect the results of the above analysis
Use Revit schedules to cost out the Sprinklers, Pipe, Fittings and Accessories to determine the
total cost of that design configuration
Revise the sprinkler system configuration and repeat the above steps

I created the sample project used in this presentation entirely from my imagination, from experience
and from a desire to provide a basis for alternate designs that was realistic enough to justify its use and
simple enough to allow a live demonstration within the one hour constraint of a class session. The
building I imagined is shown below in Figure 1. I can illustrate this as a common construction method by
showing a photograph, Figure 2, of an actual building that was coincidentally being built in a nearby
town while I was preparing this presentation.

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE PROJECT BUILDING STRUCTURE

FIGURE 2: ACTUAL PHOTO OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
TYPICAL OF SAMPLE PROJECT
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A Gridded Model for the Project
The first modeled configuration of a sprinkler system is shown in Figure 3. This represents a gridded
system where the required flow from the supply piping (southeast corner of the building) will find its
way to the operating sprinklers located on the western most 3 branch lines by dividing itself between
the south main and the north main (by way of the 6 east most lines) and subsequently recollecting in the
3 west lines. I will save any discussion on tips and tricks used to create this model until later so I can
focus here on our primary workflow. I will however mention one important feature of the creation of
this initial model was that an entirely arbitrary set of pipe sizes was used. In this example the branch
lines were modeled as 1” and the mains were modeled as 3”.

FIGURE 3: REVIT MODEL OF GRIDDED SPRINKLER SYSTEM IN SAMPLE PROJECT
The next step in the process is to perform a hydraulic analysis of the piping model. This has traditionally
been done by extracting dimensional data from the model and manually typing that data into an
independent third party application. For the purpose of this presentation I have used instead a third
party add-on to Revit that allows for the identification of the operating sprinklers as well as the location
and specification of the available water supply. The criteria used for the analysis can be summarized as
follows:







Density : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Area of application: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Required Hose Flow: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Water Supply Static Pressure: . . . . . . .
Residual Pressure: . . . .
Residual Flow: . . . . . . . .

.20 gpm/sq ft
1500 sq ft
500 gpm
60 psi
50 psi
1210 gpm
3
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In order to identify the 15 operating sprinklers comprising the 1500 sq ft area of application the
following properties are added to all of the sprinkler families used in the project and are filled in as
shown in Figure 4 for each of those operating sprinklers.

FIGURE 4: PROPERTIES BROWSER FOR TYPICAL OPERATING SPRINKLER
The water supply information is provided through the use
of one annotation family with parameters to specify the
supply specifications and another annotation family to
specify the effective location of that supply information.
Figure 5 shows a section of the automatic sprinkler riser
with these two annotation families in place and
completed for the specifications stated above.

FIGURE 5: SECTION AT AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER RISER SHOWING
WATER SUPPLY SPECIFICATION
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Perform a Hydraulic Analysis
As a result of the above we have: 1 – a connected Revit model, 2 – operating sprinklers and 3 – a water
supply. The third party application I used provides a single function that gathers information from this
Revit model and organizes it into a set of input data for a matching Hydraulic analysis program that will
perform the actual hydraulic calculations. Figure 6 shows the hydraulic analysis input screen of the
information that was gathered from the Revit model and consolidated and organized into a logical and
readable order. This consolidation and organization of the data is clearly well beyond the scope of a
typical Revit schedule as it is prescribed by industry specific standards such as those published by NFPA
(National Fire Protection Association) and is subject to the expectations of thousands of individual
reviewing authorities. The use of an established third party application for the processing and
presentation of that data is therefore well worth investigating.

FIGURE 6: HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS INPUT SCREEN SHOWING DATA COLLECTED FROM REVIT MODEL AND ANALYSIS RESULT
As a result of the analysis performed on the system as initially modeled it can be seen that the required
pressure (78.45psi) at the required flow (820.1gpm) exceeds the available pressure by 23.40 psi. As a
reminder, the system modeled used arbitrary sizes of 1” diameter lines and 3” diameter mains with no
particular expectation of whether or not that would work. Now that we have the data properly
organized and collated it is a simple matter to revise that sizing and rerun the calculation. The simplicity
of this process using that third party application will be shown in the live presentation. But regardless of
the mechanics of the operation itself it is important to note that it is accomplished in real-time as part of
the hydraulic analysis. I am also compelled as an engineer to remind the reader that changing pipe sizes
is not the only available remedy for matching a sprinkler design to an available water supply and is not
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necessarily always the best remedy. Other potential remedies include making changes to the sprinkler
k-factor, revising the sprinkler spacing, changing the piping configuration and augmenting the available
water supply. Some of these, like changing the k-factor or augmenting the water supply, can be
evaluated in the immediate with the data already collected from the model. Others, like changing head
spacing or altering the piping configuration, may require a return to the model and recollection of the
data. In this instance changing the pipe sizing was an appropriate method of matching the requirements
to the supply and Figure 7 shows the hydraulic input data with revised pipe sizes and an acceptable
calculation result. Through some trial and error it was determined that 1 ¼” lines and 2 ½” mains would
provide an acceptable solution for this set of requirements.

FIGURE 7: REVISED HYDRAULIC INPUT DATA SHOWING AN ACCEPTABLE CALCULATION RESULT FOR THE GRIDDED SYSTEM

Resize the Piping and Use Revit Schedules for Costing
Once the stand alone hydraulic analysis has been accomplished to the designer’s satisfaction, that third
party application can be closed and the third party add-on resumes the work flow process. From within
Revit the hydraulic reference points are automatically placed on the current view along with a summary
of the hydraulic calculation. The reference points are necessary to correlate the system drawing to the
detailed submittal report. Figure 8 shows a portion of the sprinkler plan with hydraulic reference point
annotations applied for that purpose. It is also necessary at this point to revise the pipe sizing on the
model to reflect the analysis results. This takes only a few seconds with that third party add-on
application.
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FIGURE 8: PORTION OF SPRINKLER PLAN SHOWING ADDITION OF HYDRAULIC REFERENCE POINTS AND UPDATE OF PIPE SIZES
Now that our model represents a hydraulically acceptable option to provide the required performance
specified we can use the various cost schedules I developed to record the total cost of this option. Those
schedules have all been added to a single sheet. Figure 9 shows a section of that sheet so that we can
observe the cost of each of the types of components that comprise the entire sprinkler model. You will
notice that there is a separate schedule for each of the following:





Sprinklers – including type, unit cost and total cost
Pipe – including size, length, cost per foot and total cost
Pipe Fittings – including type, size, unit cost and total cost
Accessories – including type, unit cost and total cost

At this point I would like to say something of the scheduling process. Revit makes the creation of
schedules very easy. In the case of sprinkler heads, the Revit schedules were every bit as easy to
produce as I would have guessed. That is also true for the accessories. However, the Revit pipe family
only has a single type property for cost making it difficult to provide a separate unit cost for each size.
Adding an instance property is a relatively easy solution to that problem but requires an unacceptably
tedious requirement of inputting a unit cost for every instance of a pipe object. Now, if I’ve missed
something and you know a simple solution to this problem, you can skip my later explanation of how I
created the Pipe and Fittting Cost Schedules. If on the other hand you would be interested in the details
7
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to make these schedules functional please refer to the schedules tips and tricks section of the handout
following the rest of our ‘sprint’ through the comparison of alternate sprinkler designs.

FIGURE 9: SCHEDULE SHEET SHOWING TOTAL COST OF SPRINKLERS, PIPE, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES
We now have a solid starting point for our cost comparison of alternate designs for our sprinkler project.
We have a model of a system that satisfies the hydraulic requirements and we have a total cost of each
of the types of components comprising that model. In order to record a total system cost and a place to
record comparative costs I created the simple spreadsheet shown in Figure 10 and have recorded the
values determined by the schedules described above.
System
Type
Grid
Tree
Loop

Pipe
3,464.00

Fittings

Sprinklers

Accessories

Total

1,331.00

1,378.00

920.00

$7,093.00
-

FIGURE 10: ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM DESIGN COST COMPARISON WORKSHEET
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Revise the System Configuration (Grid to Tree)
It is now time to create our first alternative design for comparison to our gridded system design. For the
purpose of this presentation, I saved my current project with a name of SampleSystem-Grid. I then did a
save-as and changed the name to SampleSystem-Tree. In order to reconfigure the system to a tree
simply eliminate the line pipes spanning the peak of the building and add a supply pipe to connect the
south main to the north main. This is illustrated in Figure 11 indicating the lines to be removed and the
main to be added. The elimination of those line pipes was facilitated in my demonstration by a tool
provided by the third party add-on I used that erases those pipes and automatically converts the
remaining dead-ended tees to elbows. This can certainly be accomplished with native Revit tools but
takes noticeably longer. Also indicated in Figure 11 are the 15 sprinklers required to represent the
operating sprinklers for this system configuration.

FIGURE 11: SYSTEM REVISIONS TO CONVERT THE GRID SYSTEM TO A TREE SYSTEM
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Perform a Hydraulic Analysis (Tree)
Once revised it is a simple matter to restart the hydraulic analysis process to determine appropriate
sizing for the new configuration. Figure 12 shows the hydraulic data input for the tree system after the
initial calculation and subsequent calculations to revise the pipe sizing. As a reminder of the operation
of a tree system the required flow will find its way from the supply in the southeast corner of the
building through the single main connection running north along the east wall. From there it will flow
westward along the north main to feed the three branch lines supplying the 15 operating sprinklers.
The size of the branch lines can be described as 1”, 1 ¼”, 1 ¼”, 1 ½”, 1 ½”, 2” respectively for the pipes
supplying the heads farthest from the main to the pipes nearest the mains. The mains are all 4”
diameter since they are required to carry all of the water needed for the 15 operating sprinklers without
the division of flow allowed by the gridded system.

FIGURE 12: REVISED HYDRAULIC INPUT DATA SHOWING AN ACCEPTABLE CALCULATION RESULT FOR THE TREE SYSTEM

Resize the Piping and Use Revit Schedules for Costing (Tree)
Again, once the stand alone hydraulic analysis has been accomplished to the designer’s satisfaction, that
third party application can be closed and the third party add-on resumes the work flow process. From
within Revit the hydraulic reference points are automatically placed on the current view along with a
summary of the hydraulic calculation. Figure 13 shows a portion of the sprinkler plan with hydraulic
reference point annotations automatically created. It is again necessary at this point to revise the pipe
sizing on this model to reflect the analysis results. That third party add-on application provides a
function to do this that takes only a few seconds.
10
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FIGURE 13: PORTION OF SPRINKLER PLAN SHOWING ADDITION OF
HYDRAULIC REFERENCE POINTS AND UPDATE OF PIPE SIZES

Now that our revised model represents a hydraulically acceptable option to provide the required
performance specified, we can again use the various cost schedules to record the total cost of this
option. Those schedules can again be viewed on a single sheet and Figure 14 shows a section of that
sheet so that we can observe the cost of each of the types of components comprising the entire
sprinkler model.
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FIGURE 14: SCHEDULE SHEET SHOWING TOTAL COST OF SPRINKLERS, PIPE, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES - TREE SYSTEM
We now have a second data point for our cost comparison of alternate designs for our sprinkler project.
We have a second model of a system that satisfies the hydraulic requirements and we have a total cost
of each of the types of components comprising that model. We can now update the cost comparison
spreadsheet as shown in Figure 15 by including the values determined by the schedules described above
for the tree system design.
System
Type
Grid
Tree
Loop

Pipe
3,464.00
4,450.00

Fittings

Sprinklers

Accessories

Total

1,331.00
2,016.00

1,378.00
1,378.00

920.00
920.00

$7,093.00
$8,764.00
-

FIGURE 15: ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM DESIGN COST COMPARISON WORKSHEET – COMPLETE FOR GRID AND TREE DESIGNS

Revise the System Configuration (Tree to Loop)
It is now time to create our second alternative design for comparison to our gridded and tree system
designs. This process started by resaving my current project with a name of SampleSysytem-Tree. I
then did a save-as and changed the name to SampleSystem-Loop. In order to reconfigure the system to
a loop it is simply necessary to add an additional pipe to connect the south main to the north main along
12
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the west wall. This is illustrated in Figure 16 indicating the main to be added. Also indicated in Figure 16
are the same 15 sprinklers required to represent the operating sprinklers for this system configuration.

FIGURE 16: SYSTEM REVISIONS TO CONVERT THE TREE SYSTEM TO A LOOP SYSTEM

Perform a Hydraulic Analysis (Loop)
Once revised, it is a simple matter to restart the hydraulic analysis process to determine appropriate
sizing for the new configuration. Figure 17 shows the hydraulic data input for the loop system after the
initial calculation and subsequent calculations to revise the pipe sizing. As a reminder of the operation
of a loop system, the required flow will find its way from the supply in the southeast corner of the
building through the looped main piping by dividing itself roughly in half with one half of the total flow
running north along the east wall and from there westward along the north main to feed the three
branch lines supplying the 15 operating sprinklers. The other half of the total required flow will find its
13
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way westward along the south main and then north along the west main to share in supplying the three
branch lines supplying the 15 operating heads. The size of the branch lines can still be described as
1”, 1 ¼”, 1 ¼”, 1 ½”, 1 ½”, 2” respectively for the pipes supplying the heads farthest from the main to the
pipes nearest the mains. The mains are all 3” diameter since they are each required to carry roughly
half of the water needed for the 15 operating sprinklers.

FIGURE 17: REVISED HYDRAULIC INPUT DATA SHOWING AN ACCEPTABLE CALCULATION RESULT FOR THE LOOP SYSTEM

Resize the Piping and Use Revit Schedules for Costing (Loop)
Again, once the stand alone hydraulic analysis has been accomplished to the designer’s satisfaction, that
third party application can be closed and the third party add-on resumes the work flow process. From
within Revit, the hydraulic reference points are automatically placed on the current view along with a
summary of the hydraulic calculation. Figure 18 shows a portion of the sprinkler plan with hydraulic
reference point annotations automatically created. It is again necessary at this point to revise the pipe
sizing on this model to reflect the analysis results. That third party add-on application provides a
function to do this that takes only a few seconds.
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FIGURE 18: PORTION OF SPRINKLER PLAN SHOWING ADDITION OF HYDRAULIC
REFERENCE POINTS AND UPDATE OF PIPE SIZES

Now that our revised model represents another hydraulically acceptable option to provide the required
performance specified we can again use the various cost schedules to record the total cost of this
option. Those schedules can again be viewed on a single sheet and Figure 19 shows a section of that
sheet so that we can observe the cost of each of the types of components comprising the entire
sprinkler model.
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FIGURE 19: SCHEDULE SHEET SHOWING TOTAL COST OF SPRINKLERS, PIPE, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES - LOOP SYSTEM
We now have a third data point for our cost comparison of alternate designs for our sprinkler project.
We have a third model of a system that satisfies the hydraulic requirements and we have a total cost of
each of the types of components comprising that model. We can now update the cost comparison
spreadsheet as shown in Figure 20 by including the values determined by the schedules described above
for the loop system design.
System
Pipe
Fittings
Sprinklers
Accessories
Total
Type
Grid
3,464.00
1,331.00
1,378.00
920.00
$7,093.00
Tree
4,450.00
2,016.00
1,378.00
920.00
$8,764.00
Loop
4,640.00
1,651.00
1,378.00
920.00
$8,589.00
FIGURE 20: ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM DESIGN COST COMPARISON WORKSHEET – COMPLETE FOR ALL THREE DESIGNS
It should be noted that the three cycles represented in the worksheet above is meant as an example of
how an efficient design cycle can make value engineering a reality. This capability is certainly not limited
to evaluation of complete configuration changes. It could also include comparison of multiple sizing
options within the same configuration such as larger lines and smaller mains or larger mains and smaller
lines.
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Rewind Introduction
Now that we’ve seen how quickly and efficiently the design cycle can be used to process, cost and
compare multiple system configurations I’d like to rewind the process and explain the setup steps that
facilitated that process. That process benefitted from:






A completely modeled grid system including:
o Branch lines on a slope
o Riser nipples connecting sloped lines to flat mains
o Swing joints to connect the lines crossing the peak
A prescribed work flow for hydraulic analysis and resizing the pipes
o Annotate pipe lengths
o Annotate hydraulic reference points
o Input data into a hydraulic analysis program
o Apply calculation results to resizing the model
A predefined set of cost schedules including:
o Sprinkler Cost Schedule
o Pipe Cost Schedule
o Fitting Cost Schedule
o Accessory Cost Schedule

All of the above setup steps can be accomplished using standard, out of the box, Revit tools and content
but are complex enough that it is worth describing the tips and tricks I used to accomplish them.

Tips and Tricks for Modeling Branch Lines on a Slope
The branch lines comprising the models used in this sample project offer two special challenges to the
normal piping work flow in Revit. First, it is difficult to connect sprinklers directly to a fitting. The
second is that it is very difficult to get sprinklers inserted at any angle but vertical.
The first problem is that the pipe routing preferences method insists on connecting sprinklers to the
ends of pipes by means of a coupling or transition and refuses to connect them by means of a tee or
reducing tee along a branch line. This requires room for either a drop (if the head is below the line) or a
sprig (if the head is above the line) when it is connected. Our desired piping configuration for the
building in our sample project is to attach the sprinklers in an upright position directly to the branch
lines running below the roof.
As a work around to the first problem you could use the following workflow:





Insert a row of sprinklers at an offset high enough to allow the use of sprigs (15’ for our
example)
Create a pipe long enough to attach all of those heads to at an offset low enough to allow the
use of sprigs (14’-6” for our example)
Individually select each sprinkler and use the ‘connect into tool’ to create the connections by
way of sprigs
Switch to a section view and eliminate the sprig pipes
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In the section view, individually move each of the
sprinklers down to reconnect to the vacant fitting outlet
created by elimination of the pipes.

Figure 21 shows a typical bay of our sample project
with one such row of sprinklers inserted. The
three sprinklers at the top of the figure have been
‘connected into’ the pipe. The three on the bottom
have not and that’s why you can see the disconnect
notation next to them.

FIGURE 21: TYPICAL BAY WITH ONE ROW OF
SPRINKLERS INSERTED LEVEL IN PLAN VIEW
Figure 22 shows a partial sectional
view of those sprinklers. I have
artificially moved three of those
sprinklers close to each other for
clarity and you will note that the
one on the left still has the sprig in
place, the one in the center has had
the sprig pipe eliminated and the
one on the right has been
completely adjusted (sprig
eliminated and sprinkler moved and
reconnected).
FIGURE 22: SECTION VIEW SHOWING 3 STAGES OF CONNECTING
A SPRINKLER DIRECTLY TO A PIPE FITTING
The second problem can now be addressed by rotating the entire branch line in the section view. This
will rotate the pipes, fittings and sprinklers all together. It is also necessary to account for the effect that
the slope has on the required lengths of the pipes that are initially drawn in plan view. Obviously the
length along the slope will be longer than the length in plan view and ignoring this difference could
adversely affect the performance of the sprinkler system. A work flow to account for this is:






Use the dimensions of the slope to calculate the distance between sprinklers on the slope
Using a particular starting point, layout the sprinklers in a row on a plan view using the slope
calculated length between the sprinklers
Connect the sprinklers directly to the pipes feeding them as described above
Using the same particular starting point as above and from within a section view, rotate the
entire line by an amount equal to the angle of the slope of the roof
If necessary, move the entire line vertically to satisfy the deflector distance down from the roof
as specified by code
18
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Figure 23 shows the significant dimensions needed to apply the steps in the work flow suggested above.
From those dimensions you can see that the slope could be stated as a rise of 1 in 10. Therefore the
typical distance between sprinklers can be calculated as: 10’-0” * ( √10 + 1 / 10 ) = 10’-0 ½”.
The starting point was chosen to be 5’-0” off the wall and the roof rotation angle was measured to be
5.66°.

FIGURE 23: SECTIONAL VIEW SHOWING SIGNIFICANT DIMENSIONS NEEDED TO ROTATE LINE TO PROPER SLOPE
Figure 24 shows a section view of the entire line after it has been rotated.

FIGURE 24: SECTIONAL VIEW SHOWING ENTIRE BRANCH LINE AFTER ROTATION

Once a single line has been fully created, it can subsequently be copied
left and right to complete the sprinkler layout for one typical bay. This is
shown in figure 25.

FIGURE 25: PLAN VIEW OF TYPICAL BAY AFTER LINE HAS
BEEN COPIED LEFT AND RIGHT TO COMPLETE THE BAY
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For the purpose of efficiency in my live presentation and improved modeling efficiency, I used a tool
from our third party add-on that allowed the entire work flow described above to be accomplished
automatically by describing the desired layout and the simple selection of two points to define the
typical bay.

Tips and Tricks for Connecting a Sloped Branch Line into a Flat Main
Once the branch lines have been modeled on the slope, it is necessary to connect them to a main
running perpendicular to them. In our sample project, we will want the main to be low enough to pass
below the structural members at each of the building column lines. Since the branch lines were placed
high enough to keep the sprinkler deflectors near enough to the roof deck, we will need vertical pipes to
connect the lines to the mains. However, there is a conflict, since we will need to use 90◦ elbows for a
connection to the sloped lines. Since the standard Revit pipe routing preferences insist on connecting
pipes at different elevations with perfectly vertical orientation the following work around work flow can
be useful:








Model the branch line piping on the desired slope (as described above)
Model the main piping below and perpendicular to the branch lines
Create a section view and isolate a single line in that view
Use ‘Create Similar’ to start a branch line pipe from the end of the branch line
Draw a short segment of pipe from that start point in a direction toward the main and
perpendicular from the line. Revit ‘snaps’ to the perpendicular direction when you get close
Use the ‘Align’ tool to align the pipe segment to the main (pick the main, then the line)
Select the line segment and drag the unconnected end onto the center of the main – done

Figure 26 illustrates the last four steps above. From left to right is:





The section view of the line and main before connection
Short pipe section drawn perpendicular to the branch line
Line aligned to main
Line connected into main

FIGURE 26: SECTIONAL VIEWS ILLUSTRATING 4 STEPS TO CONNECT SLOPED LINE INTO FLAT MAIN
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Tips and Tricks for Connecting the Lines Crossing the Peak of the Sloped Roof
At this stage of the modeling process we now have a portion of the system that is typical for the south
side of one typical bay. The add-on tool I used in the live presentation automatically extended the
branch line piping all the way to the peak of the bay. If you’ve used another method to get to this point
then you should ‘Align’ the ends of the three branch lines with a detail line drawn across the peak of the
building. The subsequent work flow to create a swing joint to allow the piping to ‘bend’ across the peak
can be summarized as follows:







Select all of the pipe fittings and sprinklers comprising the south side of the typical bay
Use the ‘Move’ command to move the selected objects 3” to the left
Use the ‘Mirror’ command to mirror the selected objects about a line along the peak of the bay
Use the ‘Move’ command to move the newly mirrored objects 6” to the right
Select one of the branch line pipes near the peak and ‘Create Similar’ to start connecting across
the three gaps ( be sure to select ‘Inherit Elevation’ in the piping options ribbon)
Draw three pipes to connect the three pairs of pipes spanning the peak

Figure 27 shows a close up plan view of the three pairs of pipes that cross the peak in a typical bay with
two of the three pairs already connected.

FIGURE 27: PLAN VIEW SHOWING SWING JOINT CONNECTIONS AT THE PEAK OF THE ROOF
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Work Flow Used to Finish the Model
In the interest of completeness, I just wanted to outline the steps used to complete the model and make
it ready for the automatic calculation process. Once the west most bay was completed, the following
steps completed the model:









Select all the pipe, fitting and sprinkler objects modeled so far
Use the ‘Copy’ command (with the multiple option selected) to copy those objects to the right
by 30’ (the bay width) twice
Select the pipes (one at a time) near each of the gaps between the bays and drag the end to join
to the adjacent pipe and fill the gap
Select the pipes in the southwest, northwest and north east corners of the system and use the
‘Cap Open Ends’ tools to place caps at those corners
Change the length of the southeast most main pipe to 3’-6” so that it reaches to an appropriate
location for the automatic sprinkler riser
Use the ‘Pipe’ command to draw a 6” diameter pipe with an offset of -3’ from the east end of
the 3’-6” pipe to a point outside the building to create a riser and a piece of underground piping
Create a section near that riser pipe and use it to insert ‘Pipe Accessories’ to represent the
control valve and a sprinkler alarm valve
Select the 6” underground pipe and use the ‘Cap Open Ends’ tool to place a cap at the source of
the entire system.

For reference, Figure 28 shows a default 3d view of the completed model of the grid system. I have not
provided detailed figures of each of the above steps as they are assumed to be standard Revit
operations and should be easy enough to follow from the brief description above.

FIGURE 28: DEFAULT 3D VIEW OF THE COMPLETED MODEL OF THE GRID SYSTEM
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A Prescribed Work Flow for Hydraulic Analysis and Resizing the Pipes
For my live presentation I used a third party add-on tool to accomplish this entire portion of the overall
work flow. Use of that tool simply required three things:

•
•
•

A connected model
Operating sprinklers
A water supply

That tool has been available for quite some time and an early release YouTube video describing it can be
found by Google’ing youtube HydraCALC for Revit MEP or by clicking on this link:

https://www.youtube.com/user/HydraCAD
If you do not have access to this add-on tool by Hydratec, Inc. you can use your standalone hydraulic
calculation software. To do so you need to derive the necessary input for that independent application
from the information now in your Revit model. A proposed set of steps to derive that input involves the
following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and annotate each of the operating sprinklers in the system using an appropriate
hydraulic reference point annotation family tag (15 points in our example)
Identify and annotate each of the points in the system where the diameter or the flow will
change (20 – 40 additional points in our example)
Use the Revit annotation dimensioning tools to note the lengths of each of the segments of
pipe between the reference points described above (20 – 100 dimensions for our example
depending on how often you take advantage of typical dimensions)
Make note of the water supply
Key all of the above information into you calculation application of choice (70 or more lines
of input)
Run the hydraulic analysis iteratively until an acceptable set of pipe sizes can be determined
Use the properties of the pipes in the Revit model to adjust the sizing of the model to
coincide with the calculations performed

One additional benefit to the third party add-on: It is unlikely that I could have performed all of the
steps above in less than the one hour constraint for the presentation and certainly not 3 times in only a
couple of minutes each without using the HydraCALC for Revit tool.

Tips and Tricks for a Predefined Set of Cost Schedules
Schedules can be one of the most powerful tools in Revit for mining the information already contained
in your model. They can also present some of the more frustrating obstacles to obtaining that
information. Because schedules allow the use and addition of parameters and because added
parameters can be automatically filled with calculated values, they can be viewed as a form of
programming. Over my career I’ve developed a number of Al’s rules of programming and Rule #3 comes
to mind when I first started learning about Revit schedules.
Al’s Rule #3 of Programming:
Don’t do any….. until you’ve got something useful to do!
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This is not intended to be a tutorial in using Revit Schedules because there are lots of those available
and most say:

•
•
•
•

Pick View… Schedules… Schedule /Quantities
Select a Category in the New Schedule Dialog Box and pick OK
Then Pick Available Fields and ADD multiple times and then pick OK and…
Voila!!!!

Ok, Ok, then you’ve got Fields and Filters and Sorting/Grouping and Appearances to fiddle with but gosh
it’s easy and there you go, schedule all made! And if you don’t follow Al’s Rule #3 you’ll figure you
know all there is to know about schedules and go along on you merry way. And that actually worked for
me in creating the Sprinkler Cost Schedule, but not so good for the Pipe Cost Schedule. I don’t think I
really learned how to use Revit schedules until I tried to make a Pipe Cost Schedule.

Sprinkler Cost Schedule
Figure 29 shows the format of the Sprinkler Cost Schedule that I defined and used for this
presentation. Also in Figure 29 is a screen capture of the way I filled out the two definition
dialog boxes I described above. I also found it helpful under sorting/grouping to sort by Family
and Type (so each unique sprinkler type would be reported) and to uncheck Itemize Every
Instance (so the schedule didn’t get too long).

FIGURE 29: BASIC DEFINITION OF A SCHEDULE
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I also used the formatting tab for the cost field to specify that I wanted totals calculated for the cost.
Figure 30 shows screen captures of those settings.

FIGURE 30: SCHEDULE DEFINITION OF GROUPINGS AND TOTALS
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Pipe Cost Schedule
Ok, now the fun begins. So we have a Sprinkler Schedule and figure the pipe schedule’s going to
be a piece of cake BUT…. The cost is NOT SO EASY. Pipe is an object and objects have
properties and each of those properties is:

•
•

A Type property – one value for all of the objects of that type
- or An Instance property – every instance of that object has its own value

As it turns out, the pipe COST property is a Type property as in Schedule 40 Pipe has only one
cost associated with it. What I want is for each diameter of Schedule 40 Pipe to have its own
cost associated with it. So I could have duplicated the Schedule 40 Pipe type 6 or 8 times and
created a different pipe type for each size of pipe. Then the schedule would be easy to make
but the modeling process would be very complex and tedious. Alternatively I could add a new
COST property (say COST-INSTANCE) that was an instance property, but then every time I
created a new segment of pipe, I’d need to input a cost for it. That would be even more tedious.
Dissatisfied with both of those options, I determined to add a calculated value to the schedule
and hoped that I could use a formula to calculate the cost per foot of any pipe as a function of
the diameter. I think you’ll agree that it’s reasonable to assume that the larger the diameter the
higher the cost per foot would be.
Through research I was able to identify a matched set of actual costs of all the material likely to
be used in our sample project. Although costs will vary widely for many reasons I can warrant
that the costs used in this example are a legitimately representative set of costs. So, for
example, the costs I got for 1” – 2 ½” Schedule 40 Pipe were:

Size Description
1”

Dia
1.049

Cost
1.89

1 ¼”

1.380

2.40

1 ½”

1.610

2.89

2”
2.067
4.01
FIGURE 31: SAMPLE COSTS OF SCHEDULE 40 PIPE
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And if you graph those values as shown in Figure 31 you can see that they form an
approximately straight line and you could graphically determine a slope and an intercept from
that graph. In the graph shown in Figure 32 below you can see that the slope would be 2.01
and the intercept would be -0.416.

FIGURE 32: GRAPH OF DIAMETER VS COST FOR SCHEDULE 40 PIPE

Using basic algebra I then used the Least Square Method for finding the equation of the line that
best fits a given set of points. So I used that equation to find the slope and intercept of the line
to calculate the cost per foot of each diameter of pipe. I then assigned two new type properties
to each pipe type to hold the slope and intercept information. As a result, inputting costing
information was reduced to just two values for each unique type.
I should make one last comment on creating the pipe cost schedule because the Revit schedule
formulas are very fussy about consistent units. That made it necessary to pay very particular
attention to the units used for each of the newly assigned parameters and how they were used
in the formulas to calculate cost per foot and total cost of each segment of pipe.

Pipe Fitting Cost Schedule and Pipe Accessories Cost Schedule
So here I get to use a term used by so many of my college professors. “It is left as an exercise for
the student” to apply the lessons taught in the previous section to develop these two schedules.
That tends to minimalize the effort needed to produce those schedules but detailing those
efforts any further here would be mostly redundant. If you see value in applying these actual
schedules in your projects please feel free to contact me to see if copies of the actual schedule
worksheets would best serve your needs.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this presentation was to illustrate the value of an efficient design and analysis process to
provide value engineering opportunities in the design of Fire Protection Sprinkler Systems. It is hoped
that by showing a set of readily available efficiency tools in all three areas of the process that the true
power of value engineering can be realized on a daily basis within your Revit workflow. By applying the
lessons of this presentation it is hoped that every modeling job can go a little quicker, that you will be
aware of a better way to facilitate and capitalize on the hydraulic analysis of your models and that a new
appreciation for the power of Revit schedules will help you get more out of all of your Revit projects.

For further information, please feel free to contact me at:
Alan Johnston
Hydratec, Inc.
64 Haverhill Road
Windham, NH 03087
Phone: 603-434-0502
e-mail: al@hydracad.com
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